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Abstract—This paper describes some investigations into the repeatability of connection of some waveguide devices in the
WM-250 (WR-01) waveguide size over the recommended operational bandwidth 750 GHz to 1100 GHz. Three devices
are investigated – a flush short-circuit, an offset short-circuit, and a near-matched load. These devices can be used as
calibration standards for network analyzers, and so can be found in network analyzer calibration kits. The repeatability
of the measured reflection coefficient is assessed using statistical techniques. The repeatability is expressed in terms of the
experimental standard deviation in both the real and imaginary components of the complex-valued linear reflection
coefficient. Finally, recommendations are given on propagating uncertainty when these devices are considered as
calibration standards during a network analyzer calibration and measurement process.

Index Terms—Measurement repeatability, Measurement standards, VNA calibration, Submillimeter-wave measurements,
Measurement uncertainty

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most recent developments in the field of Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) instrumentation has been the
introduction of VNAs providing measurements at higher millimeter-wave and submillimeter-wave frequencies
(i.e. 110 GHz to 1.1 THz). These VNAs use rectangular metallic waveguide to provide the test ports, usually through
external waveguide heads [1]. However, the dimensions of the waveguide aperture are very small at these very high
frequencies – the current maximum upper operating frequency (1.1 THz) is provided using WM-250 waveguide
which has nominal aperture dimensions of 250 µm × 125 µm [2]. This means that accurate and repeatable
dimensional alignment of the waveguide becomes critical in order to ensure reliable and repeatable electrical
measurements (e.g. S-parameter measurements). The inevitable misalignment of the waveguide (due to imperfect
waveguide flanges/interfaces) will give rise to reflections at the interface, even for ‘perfect’ waveguide apertures.
This misalignment will induce both random and systematic errors into the electrical measurements. Systematic errors
will be caused by the imperfect location of the flange alignment mechanisms (i.e. dowel pins and dowel holes);
random errors will be caused by dimensional tolerances on these alignment mechanisms (i.e. the diameters of the
dowel pins and holes). These dimensional tolerances will therefore give rise to a lack of repeatability in any observed
repeated measurements.
Since, traditionally, the same alignment mechanisms are used for all waveguide sizes operating at these frequencies
(i.e. from 110 GHz to 1.1 THz), we can expect the same degree of mechanical misalignment to be present in all these
waveguide sizes. As the frequency increases, the size of the waveguide aperture becomes smaller (in order to ensure
mono-mode TE10 propagation) and so a fixed mechanical misalignment will induce a greater error (both random and
systematic) in the electrical measurements.
This paper presents a detailed investigation into the repeatability of connection of selected devices in the WM-250
(WR-01) waveguide size, operating from 750 GHz to 1100 GHz. Since this is currently the smallest waveguide size
in common usage for VNA test ports, the investigation is considered to provide a ‘benchmark’ for flange repeatability
for this and all other waveguide sizes (since repeatability should be better than these values, in waveguides used at
lower frequencies). This investigation only considers random errors caused by the dimensional tolerances on the

flanges’ alignment mechanisms (i.e. the diameters of the dowel pins and holes). The investigation does not consider
other flange connection errors that will affect VNA measurements made in waveguide – i.e. systematic errors caused
by imperfect waveguide apertures and the imperfect location of the flange alignment mechanisms.
The devices chosen for this investigation are devices that are often used as standards for calibrating VNAs – a ‘flush’
short-circuit (i.e. a short-circuit containing no offset), an offset short-circuit, and a low-reflecting (i.e. ‘near-matched’)
load. The paper also shows how the observed errors in these standards can be characterized and represented as
components in the overall uncertainty of a VNA measurement that used these devices as standards during calibration.
This is a first step towards establishing uncertainty budgets for these submillimeter-wave waveguide VNAs.
2. METHOD
2.1 Experimental Set-up
The VNA system used for this investigation comprised an Agilent PNA-X connected to WM-250 waveguide extender
heads, manufactured by Virginia Diodes, Inc (VDI). The power of the signals applied to each Device Under Test
(DUT) was around −35 dBm (0.3 µW). Throughout the investigation, the VNA’s IF bandwidth was set to 30 Hz and
no numerical averaging was used. This VNA system is situated in a temperature-controlled laboratory at the School
of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, University of Leeds, UK. A photograph of this system is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The VNA system used for the measurements
The VNA system was calibrated using a one-port ‘three-known-loads’ calibration technique. On this occasion, the
‘known loads’ (i.e. calibration standards) were the ‘flush’ short-circuit, offset short-circuit and ‘near-matched’ load
(from the VNA calibration kit). These same three standards were used subsequently as the Devices Under Test
(DUTs) for the investigation.
The complex-valued reflection coefficient of each DUT was measured 12 times, disconnecting and re-connecting the
DUT between each re-measurement. This produced a set of 12 separate determinations of reflection coefficient for
each DUT. These measurements were made from 750 GHz to 1100 GHz at regular intervals of 1.75 GHz across the
band. Throughout this repeatability exercise, the flange on the DUT was maintained with the same orientation with
respect to the VNA test port flange (i.e. it was deliberately not inverted as this would introduce an additional source of
variability in the measurements due to any misalignment of the dowel pins and holes).

2.2 Data Analysis
The analysis uses calculations of the experimental standard deviation [3] as the measure of variability in the observed
values due to flange connection repeatability. This computation is applied separately to both the real and imaginary
components of the complex-valued linear reflection coefficient. We avoid performing the analysis using the
magnitude and phase components of the reflection coefficient due to problems with such calculations that have been
described in [4].

Let Γ be the complex-valued linear reflection coefficient written in terms of its real,  , and imaginary,  ,
components as follows (with j = √–1):
     

For n repeated determinations of Γ (where, in our case, n = 12), the arithmetic mean of  is given by:
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The experimental standard deviation,  , is equal to the positive square root of    .
Similarly, the arithmetic mean of  is given by:

 


and the experimental variance is given by:

    



The experimental standard deviation,  , is equal to the positive square root of    .

For each DUT at each frequency, the values of   and   are calculated using all 12 repeated measurements.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Flush short-circuit

The calculated values of   and   for the flush short-circuit are shown in Figure 2. Selected values, taken at
five equally-spaced frequencies across the band, are also presented in Table 1.

Figure 2: Graph showing calculated values of   and   for the flush short-circuit, as a function of frequency
TABLE 1:   and   values for the flush short-circuit at selected frequencies
Frequency
(GHz)
750.0
837.5
925.0
1012.5
1100.0
3.2 Offset short-circuit

 

0.015 9
0.017 0
0.015 4
0.012 9
0.021 0

 

0.072 9
0.057 2
0.050 6
0.046 3
0.047 1

The calculated values of   and   for the offset short-circuit are shown in Figure 3. Selected values, taken at
the same frequencies as in Table 1, are also presented in Table 2.

Figure 3: Graph showing calculated values of   and   for the offset short-circuit, as a function of frequency
TABLE 2:   and   values for the offset short-circuit at selected frequencies
Frequency
(GHz)
750.0
837.5
925.0
1012.5
1100.0
3.3 Near-matched load

 

0.103 6
0.039 6
0.006 9
0.030 3
0.056 1

 

0.087 3
0.096 9
0.088 5
0.072 5
0.054 6

The calculated values of   and   for the near-matched load are shown in Figure 4. Selected values, taken at
the same frequencies as in Tables 1 and 2, are also presented in Table 3.

Figure 4: Graph showing calculated values of   and   for the near-matched load, as a function of frequency
TABLE 3:   and   values for the near-matched load at selected frequencies
Frequency
(GHz)
750.0
837.5
925.0
1012.5
1100.0

 

0.002 2
0.007 5
0.001 8
0.002 5
0.010 5

 

0.011 5
0.007 6
0.009 7
0.004 5
0.004 1

4. OBSERVATIONS
The sizes of the experimental standard deviations vary considerably between each of the three devices. In the case of
the flush short-circuit, the experimental standard deviation in both the real and imaginary components of the
reflection coefficient does not show much variation with frequency. The same is true for the near-matched load.
However, for the offset short-circuit, the experimental standard deviation in both the real and imaginary components
of the reflection coefficient shows considerable variation with frequency, particularly for the real component of the
reflection coefficient. This variation is expected to be due to the variation in the reflection coefficient phase, as a
function of frequency, produced by this device – this phase variation is caused by the offset length of the device.
(Compare this with a flush short-circuit, which will have a constant reflection coefficient of (-1, 0), i.e. no phase
change, regardless of frequency. Similarly, a ‘matched’ load will have a constant reflection coefficient of (0, 0),
regardless of frequency.) Figure 5 shows a plot of the reflection coefficient phase of the offset short-circuit. Notice
that (in Figure 5) as the reflection coefficient phase passes through zero degrees the experimental standard deviation
in the real component (in Figure 3) reaches a minimum. In addition, there is clearly a relationship between the
reflection coefficient phase and the ratio of the standard deviation in the real component to the standard deviation in
the imaginary component – this ratio approximating to 1, when the phase is near to either +45° or –45°.

Figure 5: Graph showing the measured phase of the offset short-circuit, as a function of frequency
Returning to the flush short-circuit, the standard deviation in the real component is of the order of 0.015 whereas the
standard deviation in the imaginary component is of the order of 0.055, i.e. more than three times larger. This
suggests that an elliptical region would be needed to enclose, and therefore characterize, the scatter of the measured
values for this device. The size and orientation of such an ellipse would remain relatively constant with frequency.
For the near-matched load, the standard deviation in the real component is of the order of 0.005 and the standard
deviation in the imaginary component is of the order of 0.008, i.e. quite similar. This suggests that a circular region
would be needed to enclose the scatter of the measured values for this device. The size of such a circle would remain
relatively constant with frequency.
Finally, for the offset short-circuit, since the ratio of the standard deviation in the real component to the standard
deviation in the imaginary component varies considerably with frequency, this suggests that an elliptical region would
be needed to enclose the scatter of the measured values for this device, and, that the size and orientation of such an
ellipse would vary considerably with frequency.
5. PROPAGATION OF UNCERTAINTY
The statistical quantities determined in the previous sections can be used as a basis to establish estimates of
uncertainty in the DUTs due to the flange repeatability errors.

Using equation (3), the experimental variance in the mean of the real component,    , is given by:
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and the experimental standard deviation in the mean of the real component,  , is equal to the positive square root
of    .

 , is given by:
Using equation (5), the experimental variance in the mean of the imaginary component,   
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We can now use these statistical estimates as standard uncertainty estimates, in the usual way [3]:

The estimated standard uncertainty in  is given by:
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and the estimated covariance associated with  and  is given by:
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The terms !  , !  , ! ,   and ! ,   are used to form a (2 × 2) covariance matrix, V, to represent the
uncertainty in each DUT at each frequency. The diagonal elements of this matrix are the variances, while the
off-diagonal elements are the covariances:
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Now, in the context of a VNA calibration, we would use the three DUTs – the flush short-circuit, the offset shortcircuit and the near-matched load – as standards during the calibration process. The calibrated VNA would then be
used subsequently to measure the complex-valued reflection coefficient of an ‘Unknown’ Device Under Test
(UDUT).
The above uncertainty estimates in the three calibration standards can, in turn, be used to determine the effect this
uncertainty will have on the UDUT that is measured subsequently using the calibrated VNA system. This will only
establish the component of uncertainty in the UDUT measurement due to the random flange repeatability errors in
these three calibration standards. Other components of uncertainty in the UDUT measurement would need to be
evaluated in order to establish the overall (i.e. combined) uncertainty in the UDUT measurement.
We begin with the generalized measurement model:

%  & '

where f is the functional relationship between the x vector of input quantities and the y vector of output quantities.

(13)

In our case, since we are only accounting for the random effects during the connection of the calibration standards,
this model becomes:
(  & ,  , ) 

(14)

where  ,  , ) are the complex-valued reflection coefficients of the three standards used during calibration1, ( is
the complex-valued reflection coefficient of a UDUT measured using the calibrated VNA, and, f is the functional
relationship that represents the VNA calibration and measurement models (i.e. algorithms).
Following the terminology given in [5], equation (14) can be considered as a univariate, explicit, complex-valued
measurement model. As such, the uncertainty can be represented as:
"*  + ", +-
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where Vy is a (2 × 2) covariance matrix representing the uncertainty in the output quantity (i.e. the complex-valued
reflection coefficient , ΓM, that needs to be determined by the measurement process):
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Vx is a (6 × 6) covariance matrix representing the uncertainty in the input quantities (i.e. the complex-valued reflection
coefficients of the three standards, Γ1, Γ2, Γ3).
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and J is the (2 × 6) Jacobian matrix that contains the sensitivity coefficients. (JT represents the matrix transpose of the
Jacobian matrix.)
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Since the uncertainty due to repeatability in each of the three standards will essentially be independent from each
other, the (6 × 6) covariance matrix, Vx, representing this uncertainty, degenerates to three (2 × 2) submatrices – each
submatrix is the (2 × 2) covariance matrix for each standard. All other elements in the Vx matrix become zero. These
three (2 × 2) submatricies, "8 (l = 1, 2, 3), are situated along the leading diagonal of the Vx covariance matrix:
":
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In our case, these three standards are the flush short-circuit, the offset short-circuit, and the near-matched load that were
evaluated during the repeatability exercise reported earlier in the paper.

(19)

6. FURTHER OBSERVATIONS
The previous section used covariance matrices to evaluate uncertainty using the law of propagation of uncertainty [3].
While it is relatively straightforward to interpret the variance terms in these matrices (relating their positive square
roots directly to standard uncertainties in the real and imaginary components of the reflection coefficients) the
covariance terms (as indications of the interrelationship between the difference components) are much less easy to
interpret. Instead, it is conventional to use the estimated correlation coefficient to indicate this interrelationship.
Using equations (6), (7) and (8), we estimate the correlation coefficient (to indicate the degree of correlation between
 ) using:
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  is calculated using equation (20). Plots of these values are
For each DUT at each frequency, a value of > , 
shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8 for the flush short-circuit, the offset short-circuit and the near-matched load, respectively.

  for the flush short-circuit, as a function of frequency
Figure 6: Graph showing calculated values of > , 

  for the offset short-circuit, as a function of frequency
Figure 7: Graph showing calculated values of > , 

  for the near-matched load, as a function of frequency
Figure 8: Graph showing calculated values of > , 

Correlation coefficient values are bounded within the range –1 to +1. Positive values of correlation coefficient
indicate that two variables (say, v and w) are positively correlated, i.e. a positive change in v will be accompanied by a
positive change in w (on average), and vice versa. Negative values of correlation coefficient indicate negative
correlation, i.e. a positive change in v will be accompanied by a negative change in w (on average), and vice versa.
The larger the absolute value of correlation coefficient, the stronger the degree of correlation (either positive or
negative, depending on the sign of the correlation coefficient). When estimates of v and w are independent of each

other, their correlation coefficient is zero, indicating no correlation – a change in v will not be accompanied by any
change in w, and vice versa.
The value of a correlation coefficient also affects the shape (i.e. orientation) of an ellipse used to represent the region
of uncertainty for the measured complex-valued quantity (e.g. the reflection coefficient of the three DUTs measured
during the repeatability assessment reported earlier in the paper). Positive correlation causes the axes of an
uncertainty ellipse to rotate clockwise towards +45°, whereas negative correlation causes the axes of the uncertainty
ellipse to rotate anticlockwise towards –45°. Zero correlation will leave the axes of the ellipse aligned with the real
and imaginary axes of the complex reflection coefficient plane. The use of ellipses to depict the uncertainty in
complex-valued quantities has been discussed in [4] and their use has been demonstrated experimentally (for
measurements of complex S-parameters) in [6, 7]. Finally, it should be noted that calculated values of correlation
coefficients, based on relatively small sample sizes, are not very reliable [8]. Therefore, we can only really comment
on observed trends in the estimated correlation coefficients that have been calculated in this paper, and not their
precise values.
For the flush short-circuit (Figure 6), the observed correlation coefficient is positive at all frequencies, and relatively
constant across the full waveguide band. The observed correlation coefficient for the near-matched load (Figure 8)
shows very erratic behavior with no obvious systematic trend as a function of frequency. However, the observed
correlation coefficient for the offset short-circuit (Figure 7) does show some clear features: in the lower half of the
band (to 900 GHz), the observed correlation coefficient is close to –1; in the upper half of the band (above 950 GHz),
the observed correlation coefficient is close to +1. The transition from –1 to +1 occurs between 900 GHz and
950 GHz, which is also where the phase of the measured reflection coefficient changes from being positive to
negative. It is therefore tempting to relate this change in observed correlation coefficient to the measured phase, and
hence the position of the reflection coefficient values in the complex plane. These observed trends in correlation
coefficient for these devices could provide valuable information when investigating trends in the uncertainties for
these, and other, devices.
7. SUMMARY
This paper has presented results from a waveguide flange repeatability exercise in the WM-250 (WR-01) waveguide
size. Repeatability results have been presented at multiple frequencies across the full frequency range for this
waveguide size (750 GHz to 1100 GHz). Three devices have been studied: a flush short-circuit; an offset shortcircuit; and, a near-matched load. The results have been analyzed by observing the variability in both the real and
imaginary components of the complex-valued linear reflection coefficient. For both components, the results have
been summarized in terms of observed experimental standard deviations. Typical summary values of standard
deviation for each device have been found to be: ≤ 0.01 for the near-matched load; ≤ 0.06 for the flush short-circuit;
and, ≤ 0.10 for the offset short-circuit. These values provide a ‘benchmark’ for variability, which can be compared
with values obtained in other waveguide bands.
Recognizing that the above three devices are often used as standards for calibrating VNAs, it has been shown how
results from a repeatability exercise can be used as part of an overall uncertainty evaluation exercise for a VNA that
has used these devices as standards during calibration. The uncertainty due to flange repeatability in the calibration
standards has been propagated through the measurement model to obtain estimates of the uncertainty in an unknown
device under test that has been measured using the calibrated VNA. Correlation between the real and imaginary
components of the reflection coefficients of each standard has been investigated and found to vary significantly
depending on the nature (i.e. reflection coefficient – both magnitude and phase) of the standards. This correlation
requires consideration when obtaining combined uncertainty estimates for measurements made using the calibrated
VNA.
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